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Division Director Summary Review

Date January 30, 2015

From NAM Atiqur Rahman, Ph.D.

Division Director, Division of Clinical Pharmacology V

Office of Clinical Pharmacology

Subject Division Director’s Memo

BLA # 125553

Applicant’s Name Sandoz, Inc.

Proposed Indication(s) All Indications for which US-Licensed Neupogen is currently 

licensed

Recommendation Clinical Pharmacology data contribute to the totality of evidence 

and support the approval of the product for all indications

Sandoz Inc. submitted a Biologic License Application (BLA) for EP2006 under section 351(k) of 

the Public Health Service Act as a biosimilar product to the US-licensed product Neupogen which 

is marketed by Amgen Inc. The clinical pharmacology data contribute substantially to the 

determination that there are “no clinically meaningful differences” between EP2006 and the 

reference product in terms of safety, purity, and potency of the product. These data contribute 

to the totality of evidence needed to support the approval of EP2006 as a biosimilar product to 

US-licensed product Neupogen.

EP2006 was approved by the EMA in 2009 and is now marketed in over 60 countries worldwide,

which has resulted in a clinical exposure of more than 7.5 million patient-days (Sandoz ODAC 

presentation, January 7, 2015).  

Granulocyte Colony Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) is a non-glycosylated, single amino acid chain, 

18.8 KDa protein. Its structure is simpler than the pegylated proteins and antibodies that are

marketed as therapeutic proteins. Neutrophils, the most abundant granulocytes, are depleted in 

patients treated with myelosuppressive therapy. The depletion of neutrophils leads to various 

types of infections manifested by febrile neutropenia that require intravenous antibiotic usage

and hospitalization.  G-CSF is a useful treatment modality for these patients because it causes 

hematopoietic recovery and immune response. G-CSF mediates its action by binding to the G-
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CSF receptors that are present on the precursor cells in the bone marrow and initiates 

proliferation and differentiation of the precursor cells into mature granulocytes. The intensity 

and duration of severe neutropenia (neutrophil count ≤ 500/mL) correlate with the incidence 

and severity of infection. Duration of severe neutropenia (DSN) is an important clinical endpoint 

that determines efficacy of G-CSF products. Absolute neutrophil count (ANC) in blood is a 

measure that relates with DSN and it is considered an acceptable pharmacodynamics (PD) 

marker for neutropenia-related indications.  

Binding of G-CSF to its receptor also causes mobilization of hematopoietic progenitor cells into 

the peripheral blood, which are collected by leukapheresis and transplanted into patients. The 

success of the mobilization of hematopoietic progenitor cells is demonstrated by the total 

number of Colony Forming Unit-Granulocyte, Monocyte (CFU-GM) and/or CD34+ cells collected 

by leukapheresis for engraftment.  Therefore, CD34+ cell count is a PD marker for mobilization 

indication of G-CSF.

Sandoz developed a PK- (pharmacokinetics) and PD-based clinical program to assess the 

similarity of EP2006 and support the demonstration of no clinically meaningful difference in 

safety, purity, and potency of EP2006 compared with the US-licensed product Neupogen. The 

sponsor received advice from the Agency during the development of EP2006 for the US market 

and the program reflects evolving FDA scientific advice, which is currently reflected in the draft 

guidance for industry titled, “Clinical Pharmacology Data to Support Demonstration of 

Biosimilarity to a Reference Product” published in May 2014.  Similar advice is currently being 

given to sponsors developing proposed biosimilar G-CSF products for marketing in the United 

States.

Sandoz submitted four clinical studies that evaluated single and multiple subcutaneous (SC) 

doses between 1 and 10 mcg/kg in healthy subjects.  The objectives of these studies were to 

establish the PK and PD similarity of EP2006 with US-licensed Neupogen. Among these, three 

studies used EU-approved Neupogen.  A 3-way comparison of the analytical similarity of critical 

quality attributes (analytical bridge) of EP2006, US-licensed Neupogen, and EU-approved 

Neupogen justified the relevance of the clinical PK and PD data generated using EU-approved 

Neupogen. Overall, the clinical studies demonstrated PK and PD similarity between EP2006 and 

US-licensed Neupogen based on the 90% confidence interval (CI) for the geometric mean ratio 

(GMR) of area under the plasma concentration and time curve (AUC) and maximum plasma 

concentration (Cmax) within the pre-specified limits of 80 to 125% and the 95% CI for the GMR of 

area under the effect curve (AUEC) and maximum concentration of ANC and CD34+ within the 

pre-specified 80 to 125% limits.  The Advisory Committee (Oncology Drug Advisory Committee, 

ODAC) held on January 7, 2015 agreed with the review team’s conclusion that the PK and PD 

study results added to the totality of the evidence to support a demonstration of biosimilarity of 
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EP2006 and US-licensed Neupogen and recommended that EP2006 should receive licensure as a 

biosimilar product for all the indications for which US-licensed Neupogen is currently licensed.

The clinical pharmacology studies of EP2006 consisting of PK similarity at single SC doses ranging 

from 1 to 10 mcg/kg and PD similarity at multiple SC doses ranging from 2.5 to 10 mcg/kg in 

healthy subjects using ANC and CD34+ as PD markers is sensitive and relevant and addresses the 

residual uncertainties remaining after the analytical similarity assessment. The single dose and 

multiple dose PK and PD data were critical elements in the EP2006 program to support both the 

neutropenia and mobilization indications. The comparative clinical data in breast cancer 

patients further supported the conclusions drawn from the PK and PD studies in healthy 

volunteers. The PK and PD development program is consistent with the scientific expectations as 

articulated in the draft guidance for industry titled, “Clinical Pharmacology Data to Support 

Demonstration of Biosimilarity to a Reference Product.”  The marketing experience of EP2006 in 

over 60 countries and clinical experience of more than 7.5 million patient-days indicate no major 

safety issues. The Divisions of Clinical Pharmacology V and Pharmacometrics in the Office of 

Clinical Pharmacology (OCP) conclude that the clinical pharmacology data provides compelling

evidence of no clinically meaningful difference in safety, purity, and potency of EP2006 and the 

US-licensed Neupogen and recommends that the product should be approved. Sandoz should 

provide a comprehensive summary of post marketing safety and immunogenicity data of EP2006 

generated in countries where this product is marketed.
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BLA 125553  
Submission Date: May 8, 2014 
Brand Name: Zarxio 
Proper Name:  To be determined 
Formulation:  Intravenous and Subcutaneous solution 
OCP Reviewer: Sarah J. Schrieber, PharmD 
OCP Team Leader:  NAM Atiqur Rahman, PhD 
Pharmacometrics Reviewer: 
Pharmacometrics Team Leader: 
OCP Division:  

Anshu Marathe, PhD 
Vikram Sinha, PhD 
DCP-V 

OND Division: OHOP\Division of Hematology Products (DHP) 
Sponsor: Sandoz 
Submission Type; Code:  BLA 351(k) 
Dosing regimen: 5 mcg/kg and 10 mcg/kg 
Indications:  Same as those for US-licensed Neupogen: 

-Cancer patients receiving myelosuppressive 
chemotherapy 
-Patients with acute myeloid leukemia receiving 
induction or consolidation chemotherapy 
-Cancer patients receiving bone marrow transplant 
-Patients undergoing peripheral blood progenitor 
cell collection and therapy 
-Patients with severe chronic neutropenia 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   
This Biologic License Application (BLA) for EP2006 (recombinant human granulocyte 
stimulating factor (G-CSF)) has been submitted under Section 351(k) of the Public 
Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 262(k)). The applicant is seeking approval for EP2006 as a 
proposed biosimilar to US-licensed Neupogen licensed under BLA 103353 by Amgen 
Inc., and is seeking licensure for all the indications for which US-licensed Neupogen is 
currently approved. EP2006 drug product was developed as a liquid for injection, filled in 
a pre-filled syringe in the strengths of 300 mcg/0.5 mL and 480 mcg/0.8 mL. 
 
The applicant submitted four pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) studies 
that evaluated subcutaneous (SC) doses of 1-10 mcg/kg in healthy subjects to evaluate 
the PK and PD similarity of EP2006 with US-licensed Neupogen. In addition to PK, 
these studies evaluated absolute neutrophil counts (ANC) and CD34+ cell counts as 
relevant and sensitive PD markers for the similarity assessment. Among these, three 
studies utilized EU-approved Neupogen. As such, adequate data and information was 
needed to scientifically justify the relevance of these comparative data to an assessment 
of biosimilarity to the US-licensed reference product. The pairwise comparisons of 
EP2006, US-licensed Neupogen, and EU-approved Neupogen met the pre-specified 
criteria for analytical similarity and established a scientific bridge to justify the relevance 
of the PK/PD data generated using EU-approved Neupogen (refer to CMC review).   
 
The 90% CI for AUC and Cmax after a single dose were within the pre-defined limits of 
80-125%. Similarly, the 95% CI for AUEC and ANCmax for ANC after a single dose 
were within the pre-defined limits of 80-125%. The 95% CI for AUEC and CD34max for 
CD34+ cell counts after multiple doses were within the limits of 80-125%.  
 
Overall, the PK and PD studies support a demonstration of PK and PD similarity between 
EP2006 and US-licensed Neupogen. The PK and PD studies results add to the totality of 
the evidence to support a demonstration of biosimilarity of EP2006 and US-licensed 
Neupogen. 
 
1.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Office of Clinical Pharmacology has determined that the PK and PD results support a 
demonstration of no clinically meaningful differences between EP2006 and US-licensed 
Neupogen and recommends approval of EP2006. 

 
Labeling Recommendations 
Please refer to Section 2 - Detailed Labeling Recommendations. 
 
Phase IV Requirements 
None. 
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Refer to Appendix 3.1 for background information and justifications regarding the use of 
the PK and PD endpoints, the use of healthy subjects in PK and PD studies, and the PK 
and PD study designs. 
 
2.2.2 What is the basis for selecting the response endpoints (i.e., clinical or 
surrogate endpoints) or biomarkers (collectively called pharmacodynamics (PD) 
measures) and how are they measured in clinical pharmacology and clinical studies? 
Pharmacokinetics (AUC and Cmax) was assessed following a single dose out to 24 to 48 
hours post-dose, which captures at least 5 half-lives of G-CSF, and is acceptable. 
 
For G-CSF, the PD measures are considered to be absolute neutrophil count (ANC) and 
CD34+ cell count. These PD (ANC and CD34+) measures reflect the mechanism of action 
of G-CSF for neutropenia and for peripheral blood progenitor cell mobilization, 
respectively. In study EP06-109, the single dose PD endpoints were ANC AUEC0-120h 
and ANCmax, which captured at least 80% of the ANC area under the effect curve 
(AUEC) profile, and is acceptable. In studies EP06-101 and EP06-103, the 7 day multiple 
dose PD endpoints were CD34+ AUEC0-216h and CD34max, which captured at least 80% of 
the CD34+ AUEC profile, and is acceptable. The PD (ANC and CD34+) assessments 
were adequate to determine similarity of EP2006 to the EU-approved Neupogen.  
 
The primary efficacy endpoint in the comparative clinical study EP06-302 was duration 
of severe neutropenia (DSN), which was considered a clinically relevant endpoint for the 
approval of US-licensed Neupogen. 
 
Based on data from the US-licensed Neupogen arm in Cycle 1 from the study EP06302, 
ANC AUEC is correlated with the primary endpoint of DSN, as shown in Figure 1. DSN 
decreases with increasing ANC AUEC. This correlation was quantified using a Poisson 
regression model. The model fit the data reasonably well as shown in Figure 2. The 
parameters from the Poisson regression model are summarized in Table 3. 
 
Figure 1. Correlation between AUEC of 
ANC (day*109/L) and DSN (days) for 
US-licensed Neupogen in study EP06-
302. AUEC represents the area under the 
ANC curve from day 1 to day 10. Patients 
were divided in 4 quartiles based on their 
ANC AUEC and their mean (SE) DSN 
were calculated and plotted for the 4 
groups. 
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Figure 3. Plot to illustrate the sensitivity of ANC AUEC to detect clinically meaningful 
differences in effectiveness in terms of duration of severe neutropenia between products. 

 
 
Refer to Appendix 3.1 for more details. 
 
2.2.3 What are the PK and PD predefined similarity margins? 
In all studies, the predefined similarity criteria for both AUC and Cmax were that the 90% 
CI of the ratio should lie within 80-125% except for EP06-101 where a wider margin of 
75-133% for Cmax was pre-defined. The margin of 80-125% proposed by the applicant is 
acceptable.  
 
For ANC, the predefined similarity criteria for both AUEC and ANCmax were that the 
95% CI for the ratio of the geometric means should lie within 80-125% in studies EP06-
109 and EP06-105. In study EP06-103, the applicant used tighter predefined criteria that 
95% CI for the ratio should lie within 87.25-114.61% for the 2.5 mcg/kg dose and 86.50-
115.61% for the 5 mcg/kg dose. The applicant also presented the 90% CI for the ratio of 
the geometric means of the exposure parameters for the test and reference products. The 
applicant’s pre-defined criteria are acceptable as it is tighter and more conservative than 
the standard criteria of 90% CI of the ratio to lie within 80-125%. 
 
For CD34+, there were no predefined criteria for similarity. However, the applicant did 
report the 95% CI and 90% CI for the ratio of the exposure parameters (AUEC and 
CD34max). 
 
Refer to Appendix 3.1 for more details. 
 
2.2.4 Are the active moieties in the plasma (or other biological fluid) appropriately 

identified and measured to assess pharmacokinetic parameters and exposure 
response relationships? 

Yes. G-CSF was measured to characterize the PK and was measured in serum by a 
validated enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA).  
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Figure 4. Geometric mean G-CSF time vs. concentration profile (study EP06-109). 

 
 
Differences around the Tmax between EP2006 and US-Neupogen (Figure 4) appear to be 
related to differences in the buffer systems between the products, where EP2006 uses a 
glutamate buffer and US-Neupogen an acetate buffer. Study EP06-104 confirmed this 
hypothesis. Study EP06-104 was a 3-way cross-over study that evaluated EU-Neupogen 
(acetate) and two EP2006 (glutamate and acetate) formulations. Single 2.5 mcg/kg SC 
doses were administered to healthy subjects (N=28). The time vs concentration time 
profile is depicted in Figure 5 shows that EP2006 acetate has a superimposable profile 
with EU-approved Neupogen. Also, the statistical analyses confirm the similarity in AUC 
and Cmax between the acetate formulations (Table 6). Differences in PK between the 
acetate and glutamate buffer formulations did not translate into differences in PD (ANC) 
(Table 6). 
 
Figure 5. Mean G-CSF time vs. concentration profile (study EP06-104). 
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after the nadir or up to a maximum of 14 days (whichever occurred first); chemotherapy 
cycles were three weeks apart. 
 
In the exploratory substudy, the exposure (AUC and Cmax) of EP2006 was lower than that 
observed for US-licensed Neupogen (Figure 8). The inter-subject coefficient of 
variability (CV%) observed in  this sub-study was around 40%, which was greater than 
that observed in the healthy subject studies (around 20%). The PK sub-study was a 
parallel design study whereas the dedicated PK similarity assessment was a crossover 
design study. The PK sub-study arms were well balanced and comparable to that of the 
per protocol study arms as it relates to baseline demographics, baseline clinical laboratory 
values, actual doses administered, and chemotherapy received. Analyzing the stratum of 
adjuvant versus neoadjuvant chemotherapy did not account for the differences observed 
in PK either.  
 
Figure 8. Cycle 1 mean time vs. concentration time-profile in patients (study EP06-302). 
 

 
 
The differences observed in PK in patients in Cycle 1 did not appear to translate into 
clinically meaningful PD differences. The time course of the ANC in Cycle 1 is 
illustrated in Figure 9. The nadir occurred on Days 7 and 8, which is as expected. There 
were no marked differences in the mean ANC profile between EP2006 and US-licensed 
Neupogen up to Day 10. However, following Day 10, when the ANC had recovered by 
reaching at least 10 x 109/L in most patients, the number of patients with PD 
measurements decreased markedly. Of note, per protocol, ANC measurements were only 
made until the ANC recovered or until Day 15, whichever occurred first. Therefore, the 
difference in ANC profiles beyond day 10 is likely influenced by low patient numbers. 
The depth and the time of the ANC nadir in Cycle 1 were also similar in patients 
receiving EP2006 and patients receiving US-licensed Neupogen (refer to clinical review 
for results). Also, refer to the clinical review for a description of the overall efficacy and 
safety results from Study EP06-302. 
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Figure 9. Daily mean (95% CI) ANC in Cycle 1 (study EP06-302). 
 

 
The number of subjects in each arm and at each time point is shown at the bottom of the 
graph. 
 

2.3 INTRINSIC FACTORS 
2.3.3 Immunogenicity  
2.3.3.1 What is the incidence (rate) of the formation of the anti-product antibodies 
(APA), including the rate of pre-existing antibodies, the rate of APA formation 
during and after the treatment, time profiles and adequacy of the sampling 
schedule? 
Patients were tested for anti-product antibodies (APAs) in all clinical trials. All serum 
samples were screened using a radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP) assay, without spiking of 
unlabelled drug. Samples with binding values above the screening cut-point were then 
reanalyzed in a confirmatory RIP assay using unlabeled rhG-CSF (EP2006 or 
Neupogen® as unlabelled protein). Specificity of the binding was confirmed if the rate of 
depletion of the bound radioactivity was above the above the validated specificity cut-
point when unlabeled rhG-CSF was added to the medium. Samples positive for binding 
antibodies in the confirmatory RIP assay were evaluated for neutralizing anti-rhG-CSF 
antibodies in a cell-based neutralization antibody assay (NAB). 
 
Immunogenicity sampling schedule in the studies was adequate. The following is the 
sampling time points for the PK similarity studies: 

 Screening (or pre-dose Period 1) 
 Pre-dose Period 2 
 Follow-up Visit 

 
The following is the sampling time points for the comparative clinical study EP06-302: 

 Pre-dose (chemotherapy) in each Cycle (Cycles 1-6) 
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 End of treatment (day 21 of Cycle 6) 
 Study termination visit (4wk after the last dose) 

 
No samples were confirmed positive after being tested using the confirmatory assay.  The 
overall APA incidence to G-CSF (i.e., any post-dose time) within each study was <1%. 
 
The presence of mAb in patient serum at the time of ATA sampling can interfere with the 
ability of this assay to detect ATA.  As a result, data may not accurately reflect the true 
incidence of ATA development.  
 
Refer to the CMC immunogenicity review for more details. 
 
2.3.3.2 Does the immunogenicity affect the PK and/or PD of the therapeutic protein? 
Conclusions regarding the impact of immunogenicity on G-CSF PK or PD cannot be 
drawn at this time due to the low immunogenicity incidence rate (see section 2.3.3.1). 
 
2.3.3.3 Do the anti-product antibodies have neutralizing activity? 
No samples were confirmed to be APA positive so neutralizing activity of APA was not 
assessed (see section 2.3.3.1).  
 
2.3.3.4 What is the impact of anti-product antibodies on clinical efficacy?  
The impact of APA on clinical efficacy is limited due to the low incidence rate of APA 
following G-CSF treatment (see section 2.3.3.1). 
 
2.3.3.5 What is the impact of anti-product antibodies on clinical safety? (e.g., 
infusion-related reactions, hypersensitivity reactions, cross-reactivity to endogenous 
counterparts, etc.)?   
The impact of APA on clinical safety is limited due to the low incidence rate of ATA 
following G-CSF treatment (see section 2.3.3.1). 
 
2.6 ANALYTICAL SECTION 
2.6.1  How are the active moieties identified and measured in the clinical 
pharmacology and biopharmaceutics studies? 
Serum G-CSF concentrations were measured in plasma by a validated Enzyme-Linked 
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). The enzyme immunoassay kit is a sandwich assay with 
a monoclonal capture antibody and a polyclonal detection antibody. In the first step, G-
CSF is captured by anti-G-CSF antibodies (mouse, monoclonal) bound to the wells of a 
microtiter plate. In the second step, horseradish-peroxidase-labeled anti-G-CSF 
antibodies (goat, polyclonal) are bound to G-CSF. After incubation with the substrate, 
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), the reaction is stopped by the addition of sulphuric acid. 
The absorption is read photometrically. Validation reports were submitted and QC reports 
were summarized for the use of the method for each study.  
 
PD assays:  
 ANC was measured with hematology analyzers or flow cytometry. All assays were 

validated and reports were submitted. 
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 CD34+ was measured with flow cytometry. All assays were validated and reports 
were submitted. 

 
2.6.2 Which metabolites have been selected for analysis and why? 
Not applicable 
 
2.6.3 For all moieties measured, is free, bound, or total measured? What is the 
basis for that decision, if any, and is it appropriate? 
Not applicable.  
 
2.6.4 What bioanalytical methods are used to assess therapeutic protein 

concentrations?  Briefly describe the methods and summarize the assay 
performance. 

Serum G-CSF concentrations were measured in plasma by a validated ELISA. See 
section 2.6.1 above.  
 
The accuracy, precision, and other relevant parameters for the assay are described in 
Table 12. This is sufficient to meet the requirements of the submitted studies. 
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Table 12. Summary of the G-CSF ELISA validation results. 
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2.6.5 What is the range of the standard curve? How does it relate to the 
requirements for clinical studies? What curve fitting techniques are used?  
The ELISA methods developed are discussed in Section 2.6.1. The range of the standard 
curve is 0.03900 to 2.500 ng/mL and is also described in Table 12. Using the theoretical 
concentrations of the standards and measured absorbance a four parameter marquardt 
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regression was performed. The assay range combined with the validated dilution methods 
are acceptable based on serum G-CSF concentrations observed in the studies. 
 
2.6.5 What is the QC sample plan?  
Quality Control (QC) samples were freshly prepared on each analysis day by spiking the 
respective working solutions into human serum. Three concentrations in the range of the 
standard curve were used. The run was accepted, if the accuracy of 2/3 of the control and 
spiked control samples (QC 1 and QC 2; Spiked QC Standard (SQCWS) 1 and SQCWS 
2) was within the acceptance range of the control samples and within 85 to 115 % of the 
theoretical concentration for the spiked quality control samples. Refer to Table 12 for a 
summary of the between-run accuracy and precision of QC samples for G-CSF. 
 
2.6.6 What bioanalytical methods are used to assess the formation of the anti-
product antibodies?  Briefly describe the methods and assay performance including 
sensitivity, specificity, precision, cut point, interference and matrix, etc. 
The clinical trials used a radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP) assay, without spiking of 
unlabelled drug, to test for anti-rh-G-CSF antibdoies. Samples with binding values above 
the screening cut-point were then reanalyzed in a confirmatory RIP assay using unlabeled 
rhG-CSF (EP2006 or Neupogen® as unlabelled protein). Specificity of the binding was 
confirmed if the rate of depletion of the bound radioactivity was above the above the 
validated specificity cut-point when unlabeled rhG-CSF was added to the medium. Refer 
to the CMC immunogenicity review for further details on the assays. 
 
2.6.6.1 What is the performance of the binding assay(s)? 
Refer to the CMC immunogenicity review for information and details regarding the 
performance of the binding assays.  
 
2.6.6.2  What is the performance of the neutralizing assay(s)? 
Samples positive for binding antibodies in the confirmatory RIP assay were evaluated for 
neutralizing anti-rhG-CSF antibodies in a cell-based neutralization antibody assay 
(NAB). However, given that samples did not test positive for anti-rh-G-CSF antibodies, 
the neutralizing assay was not used. 
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DETAILED LABELING RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Refer to the approved US-licensed Neupogen label 
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